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FOREWORD

Dear Members and Friends, 

Simone Pohl
Executive Director of the German Chamber of 
Commerce in China | Shanghai
Delegation of German Industry & Commerce, Shanghai
Delegate & Chief Representative

Jens Hildebrandt 
Executive Director of the German Chamber of
Commerce in China | North China
Delegation of German Industry & Commerce, Beijing
Delegate & Chief Representative

Maximilian Butek
Executive Director of the German Chamber of
Commerce in China | South & Southwest
Delegation of German Industry & Commerce, Guangzhou
Delegate & Chief Representative

It is with great pleasure that we present you with the 2019 Annual 
Report, looking back to a year of manifold challenges as well as sig-
nificant milestones and considerable success. In 2019, the German 
Chamber of Commerce in China continued to work hand in hand with 
our network of 2,285 member companies. We started the year with 
celebrating the 25th year anniversary of our Chamber office in Shang-
hai and put the focus on the follow four areas: 

Our first emphasis in 2019 was on strengthening our China-wide and 
regional advocacy work by commenting on nation-wide call-for-
comments on laws or regulations or compiling statements on topics 
such as the impact of environmental protection measures or corporate 
social scoring plans on German companies. In 2019 we participated 
in numerous meetings with central, provincial, and local government 
authorities, conveying our members’ challenges and concerns to gov-
ernment officials. We let German enterprises’ voices be heard through 
various publications and rigorous research, such as our annual Busi-
ness Confidence Survey, collaborating with KPMG. The results of the 
survey were later presented in a joint press conference in Beijing by 
all three GCC Chairpersons. 

Second focus was on improving the quality and meaningfulness of 
our events for our members. The Chamber organized over 350 busi-
ness and social events in mainland China in 2019, piloting new event 
formats and themes. Such was the first Xi’an Sino-German Tech-
nical Cooperation Summit, which was held in March to strengthen 
Sino-German business relations in Midwest China. In October, the first 
GCC International Communication and Marketing Forum, maXcomm, 
was launched in Shanghai and later adopted in Beijing, bringing 
together over 100 industry experts to share their insights on brand 
marketing and communication. 

One of the pinnacles of the past year was the first Greater China Xcel-
eration Days, taking place in Shenzhen during December. The event 
attracted over 800 attendees, ranging from high-profile politicians to 
entrepreneurs, and aimed to foster cooperation between German cor-
porates and local start-ups. As part of the occasion, the GCC launched 
the first China-wide AHK Innovation Nights across Beijing, Shanghai, 
and Shenzhen, with additional inventive start-up events such as AHK 
Soapbox and Talk@AHK. 

Our third mission in 2019 was to strengthen the German Chamber’s 
cooperation and exchange with Chinese companies. As Sino-German 
business relations are no one-way street and Chinese companies are 
both investors in Germany and strong customers, suppliers and busi-
ness partners of German companies in China, we were proud to wel-
come 30 Chinese companies as our “Friends of the Chamber”.  

Last but not least, 2019 was yet another year of strong Sino-German 
cooperation in business and politics. In March, the German Chamber 
of Commerce in China | Shanghai celebrated its 25th anniversary. 
The event brought together high-profile political figures from China 
and Germany, such as Mr. Thomas Bareiß, Parliamentary Secretary 
of State to the Minister of Economics and Energy of the Federal 
Republic of Germany; and Mr. Xu Kunlin, Vice Mayor of Shanghai 
Municipal People’s Government. The German Chamber of Commerce 
in China facilitated German Chancellor Angela Merkel’s visit to Bei-
jing and Wuhan in September. We also had the honor of welcoming 
Mr. Peter Altmaier, Minister for Economic Affairs and Energy of the 
Federal Republic of Germany, as we joined his delegation while vis-
iting Beijing and as he delivered a keynote at the Chamber Meeting 
in Shanghai in June.

While signs of economic stabilization in later 2019 raised hope for 
better prospects in 2020, the coronavirus outbreak and the following 
lockdowns of all mainland China’s provinces and municipalities only 
crashed the slim hope felt by companies. Since business operations 
of companies are significantly affected by the situation, both in the 
short and long term, the top priority of the German Chamber in Chi-
na in 2020 remains to navigate our members successfully through 
these difficult times. Thus, we have implemented several measures 
to assure that any crucial question you and your business might face 
will not go unanswered.  

In 2020, we will also continue to advocate for a robust Sino-German 
business bond, further focusing in on your company’s needs in the 
Chinese market. The German Chamber of Commerce in China would 
like to thank you, our honorable members and partners, for all your 
support and contribution. Our success would be impossible without 
your commitment and involvement. 

Yours truly,
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GERMAN CHAMBER 
OF COMMERCE IN CHINA
As part of the worldwide AHK network, the German Chamber of Commerce 
in China is dedicated to providing tailor-made services, advocacy support, 
and real-time market information to its members’ companies. We organize 
numerous events year-round covering China-related topics, and keep the 
Sino-German business community informed through industry surveys and 
business reports. 
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ABOUT US

AHK Greater China is part of the German Chambers of Commerce 
Worldwide Network (AHK) which includes 140 offices in 92 
countries. The AHK's history in Greater China stretches back to 1981, 
when the first office was opened in Taipei. With our five main offices 
and seven supporting offices in Greater China and Germany, we 
focus on trade and investment between these two regions. We also 
support our nearly 2,700 members' business interests through the 
comprehensive services provided by our business and investment, 
and membership platforms. 

Official Representation 
The Delegations of German Industry & Commerce in Beijing, 
Shanghai, and Guangzhou, German Industry & Commerce Ltd. in 
Hong Kong, and German Trade Office Taipei officially represent 
the Association of German Chambers of Industry & Commerce in 
Greater China. On behalf of the Federal Republic of Germany, they 
represent the overall economic interests of Germany and focus on 
the promotion of bilateral trade and investment between Germany 
and Greater China. Additionally, through the Delegation, the German 
Chamber Network in Greater China is in close contact with the 
Chinese government and supports political delegations on their 
visits to China. 

Member Organization 
The German Chamber of Commerce in China is the official 
member organization with 2,285 members in mainland China, 
which represents German companies doing business in China. The 
German Chamber helps its members succeed by providing up-to-
date market information and practical advice. It offers a platform for 
the Sino-German business community and represents its members’ 
interests toward stakeholders, including governmental and public 
stakeholders. 

Service Provider 
German Industry & Commerce (Taicang) Ltd. for Mainland 
China, German Industry & Commerce Ltd. for Hong Kong and 
DEinternational Taiwan Ltd. are the service branches of the German 
Chamber Network in Greater China. Under the umbrella of German 
Industry and Commerce Greater China and via the global brand 
DEinternational, the GIC branches offer companies uniformly 
consistent and extensive services throughout the Greater China 
region – with the high level of quality guaranteed by the German 
Chamber Network. For SMEs in particular, this translates to customer 
focus, market expertise and transparency.

Membership Development of the German Chamber of Commerce 
in mainland China (2009-2019) 
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INTERVIEWS WITH 
THE CHAIRPERSONS

Dr. Stephan Wöllenstein,
Chairperson GCC | North China

How would you summarize the year 2019? 
2019 was a challenging year, marked by China’s economic slowdown 
paired with uncertainty due to the ongoing US-China trade dispute 
which is reflected in the lowest level of business expectations in 
years based on the results of our Business Confidence Survey 2019. 
China remains a significant market to German companies, but the 
momentum of recent years has diminished. On a positive side, China 
has taken a number of important steps this year towards implement-
ing reforms aimed at greater openness and equal treatment of foreign 
entities. The Chinese market continued to further open up to foreign 
investment offering profitable opportunities in the fields of digital 
technologies, eCommerce and Al for German companies. 

What were the most significant accomplishments and challenges of 
the Chamber in your region last year?
Our goal is to keep membership as meaningful and valuable as possible, 
so companies can get what they need. We further continue to strength-
en our advocacy engagement and making our member companies 
voices heard. In 2019, the Chamber commented on relevant Chinese 
draft laws, such as the Foreign Investment Law and its subsequent 
implementation regulations or the NDRC's Regulations on Optimizing 
Business Environment. With our Business Confidence Survey and addi-
tional flash surveys we can rely on extensive data to create valuable 
messages and communicate business and regulatory challenges to the 
Chinese government – with a substantial outreach in the media. More 
than ever before, we tested and implemented new local and China wide 
formats and herewith also intensified the cooperation between regional 
offices in North China, Shanghai and South and Southwest China. New 
community-building networks, such as “Friends of the Chamber” aim 
to further promote business relations between members and Chinese 
companies. Also, innovative event formats, such as the first AHK Great-
er China Xceleration Days and Innovation Nights are part of our new 
strategy. Our goal is to cater to the everchanging demands of members, 
to connect them to the vibrant entrepreneur scene and to support them 
to expand their business footprint in China. The third pillar of our work 
at the Chamber is to constantly enlarge our regional outreach in North 
China. And we have been very successful: Fruitful meetings with local 
authorities and business roundtables with entrepreneurs and high-level 
government representatives provided opportunities for our companies’ 
future development in localities like Tianjin, Shenyang and Xi’an.  

What are your priorities for the Chamber in 2020?
While signs of economic stabilization in later 2019 raised hope for better 
prospects in 2020, the impacts of the coronavirus outbreak crashed the 
slim hope felt by companies. Deeply integrated with Chinese economy 
and society alike, German-invested firms are also profoundly affected. 
So, supporting our members return to economic normalcy will keep 
us busy throughout the year. We work hard on keeping the member-
ship highly relevant and providing real benefits. We will closely follow 

socio-economic and policy developments in China, develop new formats 
to keep our members informed and will also remain open to cooperation 
with Chinese companies to build a platform for meaningful exchange 
across communities. With our popular events, we support our members 
in the Chinese market and continue to build a sense of community 
among German businesses here. The calendar is already packed with 
important dates on the German-Chinese and European-Chinese political 
stage and we will keep a close eye on all developments for our members.

Looking back at the years you have been in Beijing, how have you 
experienced the progress for German companies in China?  
Part and Parcel of China’s business community, 5,200 German compa-
nies employ more than one million people in China. A substantial part 
of German companies’ business is linked to China and the country 
remains a key market for our members with significant business oppor-
tunities. In 2019, bilateral trade increased to more than EUR 205 billion. 
Those numbers are remarkable and show how well German-Chinese 
economic relations have grown and developed over time. Nevertheless, 
the regulatory and complex business environment presents considera-
ble challenges for companies. Two in three respondents in our Business 
Confidence Survey intend to further invest in China in the next two 
years and one in two of them would even increase their investments 
in China if greater market access was granted. This is a clear sign: The 
conclusion of a high-quality EU-China Comprehensive Agreement on 
Investment (CAI) – with a scope beyond the usual investment protec-
tion dimension, covering also fair market access – would create new 
momentum and bring Sino-German economic relations into a new era.  

Your personal remarks for our Chamber members:
In 2020, much will depend on how China will respond to the challenges 
that stem from the coronavirus outbreak and the development of the 
trade dispute. Global growth projections are downgraded to the lowest 
levels since the 2008 global financial crisis. On the business side, expo-
nential growth is not given any longer in China. This doesn’t sound opti-
mistic. But looking at China, I am confident that the country will find 
answers to these challenges. For most of the German companies, China 
is more than a market, they are even calling it their second home. So, all 
of us have to play our part getting the economy back on track. Domestic 
companies have been getting much stronger over the years, and here lies 
a lot of potential for exchange and mutual benefit. My clear task is to 
further enhance the foundations, prerequisites and networks supporting 
the German business case. Together with your - our members’ – relent-
less focus on the quality and innovativeness of products and services, 
I am convinced we will continue to have a powerful tool in China’s 
economic environment. Having concluded my second year as Chairman, 
my thanks go out to you - our members-, the Board, and our fantastic 
team. I am grateful for your trust, support, advice and dedicated work. 
Coming together is the only way to solve challenges. I sincerely hope 
that all of us together in China will master this critical stage. 
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How would you summarize the year 2019? 
2019 was a remarkable year offering a mixture of challenges and 
opportunities. With a growth rate of about 6%, many businesses 
saw opportunities flourishing, whereas others experienced slow-
er growth and lower profits. Companies had to face a growing 
unpredictable business environment driven by slowing growth, the 
US-China trade conflict, or intrusive regulations, to name a few. 
The transition into 2020 was marked by the outbreak of COVID-19, 
affecting people’s lives and putting a further strain on the Chinese 
and world economy. 

What were the most significant accomplishments and challeng-
es of the Chamber in your region last year?
Last year was very eventful in terms of government relations and 
high-profile visits. It started with the AHK Greater China - Shang-
hai celebrating its 25th anniversary in March. In light of this mile-
stone, we brought together senior officials from China and Germany 
along with numerous representatives from the Sino-German busi-
ness community for an anniversary gala. We were also very honored 
having Chancellor Angela Merkel visiting Wuhan last September 
and to host Peter Altmaier, Minister for Economic Affairs and Ener-
gy, for a special Chamber meeting in June. We continued our strong 
focus on government relations, with many meetings with provin-
cial and local governments. Last year we also released an increased 
number of policy recommendations and press releases regarding 
government-related topics.

The first International Communication and Marketing Forum, 
maXcomm Shanghai, was held in October under the theme of 
“Engagement. Finding Fans and Followers – How Brands Survive 
in a Competitive Market”. In our efforts to push forward digitali-
zation, the GCC Shanghai’s official WeChat account reached over 
6000 followers by the end of 2019, delivering policy and regulatory 
updates to our members and followers.

What are your priorities for the Chamber in 2020?
Our Business Confidence Survey at the end of 2019 confirmed once 
again that even though the Chinese business environment has become 
increasingly challenging in the past years, China remains a key 
market for German companies. But the outbreak of COVID-19 has 

been severely impacting businesses. In this crisis and this more and 
more complex and challenging environment calls for reliable part-
ners, and here the German Chamber of Commerce in China | Shanghai 
will continue to excel by supporting German businesses and promot-
ing Sino-German business relations in East China. In 2020 it will be 
even more crucial for our members to receive up-to-date information 
regarding new laws and regulations at an early stage. Therefore, we 
will continue to act as the liaison between the German community 
and the local authorities and at the same time foster the exchange of 
experiences and professional ‘know-hows’ during our various events, 
such as webinars, workshops and roundtable discussions. One of the 
highlights in the second half of 2020 will be Germany chairing the 
EU-Presidency, where we hope to see the closing of the EU-China 
Comprehensive Agreement on Investment, which would be crucial for 
our work at the German Chamber and a major milestone in the China-
EU economic dialogue and for global trade.

Looking back at your years living in Shanghai, how have you 
experienced the progress of German companies in China? 
I have been living in China for over 20 years, during which the 
Chinese market has continuously grown and gained importance 
for German companies. This is not only reflected by the increase 
in numbers of German companies in China – growing from 4,300 
in 2012 to 5,200 strong in 2019 – but also in the immense rise in 
foreign direct investment from Germany to China. According to the 
MOFCOM, Germany invested USD 530 million in China between 
January and May of 2018 alone, making Germany one of the top 
ten countries to invest in China. However, we should not forget that 
German companies are navigating an increasingly challenging busi-
ness environment in China. Barriers such as limited market access, a 
challenging regulatory environment, and legal uncertainty present 
considerable obstacles to foreign companies’ further growth.

Your personal remarks for our Chamber members:
On behalf of the entire Board of Directors, I would like to thank our 
members for their strong support and cooperation. Our mission is 
to support your business and create a platform for networking and 
exchange. This is why your involvement and active participation in 
our community is highly important to us. We wish you a healthy, 
prosperous, and successful Year of the Rat. 

Ms. Bettina Schoen
Chairperson GCC | Shanghai
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How would you summarize the year 2019? 
2019 was a year full of accomplishments for the German Cham-
ber of Commerce in China | South & Southwest. To name just 
one, our newly established office in Shenzhen has undergone 
profound development during 2019. However, it was also a year 
riddled with challenges. The outbreak of the novel coronavirus 
cast a shadow over the end of 2019 and opened 2020 with even 
more uncertainties.

What were the most significant accomplishments and challenges 
of the Chamber in your region last year?
I believe the words “innovative” and “creative” best describe the 
year of 2019. We introduced new industry-specific conferences 
and networking events that allowed our members to network with 
like-minded professionals and develop new business opportunities 
in China. The Greater China Xceleration Days is a shining example 
of our accomplishments in the past year. 

China has undergone a profound transformation in the past year, 
owing to the need for industrial reforms. Our member companies 
faced increased challenges ranging from bureaucracy and admin-
istrative hurdles to legal uncertainty and unclear regulatory frame-
work. Therefore, it has been a great challenge for the Chamber to 
help our current members receive up-to-date information about the 
latest policy changes. New members, such as start-ups, face grow-
ing difficulties in establishing and developing their business in a 
market of increasing instability. 

What are your priorities for the Chamber in 2020?
Due to the epidemic outbreak, the entire Sino-German business 
community has been experiencing an unexpected crisis. Realizing 
the challenges, innovation will be my main priority for the Cham-
ber. It played a major role in 2019, and I believe it will continue 
to be a driving force behind the Chamber’s development in China. 

Additionally, I hope to further develop our new events’ formats in 
2020, to better adapt to the changing circumstances and serve the 
Sino-German business community in South and Southwest China. 

Looking back at your years living in Guangzhou, how have you 
experienced the progress of German companies in China? 
2019 was profoundly affected by the US-China trade dispute, along 
with a rising global tendency for protectionist economic policies 
and a decelerating global economy. The economic slowdown and 
policy uncertainty created mixed feelings among German company 
leaders in China, and business expectations reached a new low in 
the past year. German companies are eager to see more signals from 
the Chinese government showing its commitment to implementing 
necessary economic reforms and opening-up policies. 

Doing business in China requires the ability to adapt to a continu-
ally changing business environment. However, I firmly believe that 
China still offers great opportunities for German companies. Hope-
fully, the German Chamber can facilitate the ongoing and upcom-
ing challenges for the German companies in China. I am confident 
that together, we will be able to overcome these barriers. 

Your personal remarks for our Chamber members:
Based on current observations, I am afraid the German busi-
ness developments in China will slow down at the beginning of 
2020. However, China’s rapid response to the epidemic gives us 
great confidence that the challenges will be short-lived. In addition, 
a high-quality EU-China Comprehensive Agreement on Investment 
(CAI) is expected to be implemented in 2020. With a scope that goes 
beyond investment protection to also cover fair market access, I 
believe we will witness a new momentum that will put the German 
companies’ development in China back on track. 

As the saying goes, winter will eventually pass, and spring is sure to 
come. The German Chamber of Commerce in China stands side by 
side with our members and the Sino-German business community 
to fight this battle. I am convinced that China has the ability to 
defeat this epidemic, and we will enjoy a more stable economic and 
professional development in 2020.

 Mr. Ulf Reinhardt
Chairperson GCC | South & Southwest China
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CHAMBER BOARDS AND CHAMBER TEAMS

North China

Ms. Jana Kumpf
Executive Chamber Manager
+86-10-6539-6660
kumpf.jana@bj.china.ahk.de

Ms. HUANG Jessica
Events Manager
+86-10-6539-6663
huang.jessica@bj.china.ahk.de

Ms. Johanna Heinzmann
Senior Project Manager
+86-10-6539-6664
heinzmann.johanna@bj.china.ahk.de

Ms. Kathrin Wolfsgruber
Manager Business Development  
and Membership
+86-10-6539-6661
wolfsgruber.kathrin@bj.china.ahk.de

Ms. QI Cuiyun
Project Manager Membership  
Administration
+86-10-6539-6662
qi.cuiyun@bj.china.ahk.de

Ms. ZHANG Xiaolei
Regional Manager Tianjin
+86-22-5830-7962
zhang.xiaolei@bj.china.ahk.de

Ms. SHAN Tong
Project Manager Tianjin
+86-22-5830-7963
shan.tong@bj.china.ahk.de

Mr. Jan Carl Block
Regional Manager Liaoning & Jilin
+86-24-8111-3996
block.jan@bj.china.ahk.de

Ms. HU Chaoran
Assistant Project Manager  
Liaoning & Jilin
+86-24-8111-3996
hu.chaoran@bj.china.ahk.de

*GCC All-China Board Member

Mr. FENG Xingliang
Treasurer
Chief Representative
NRW Invest China/Beijing

Dr. Matthias Göbel
Chief Representative 
Deutsche Lufthansa AG

Mr. Jochen Goller
CEO and President 
BMW Group Region China
BMW China Automotive Ltd.

Mr. Christoph Kaiser
Managing Director 
Turck (Tianjin) Technology Co. Ltd.

Dr. Björn Lindemann
General Manager 
Haver Technologies Tianjin

Mr. WU Yongxin
Executive Vice President
Chief Government Affairs Officer
General Manager  
Regional Organization
Siemens Ltd. China

Dr. Stephan Wöllenstein*
Chair
CEO of Volkswagen Group China
Member of the Board of Management, 
Volkswagen Passenger Cars Brand
CEO of Volkswagen China Passenger 
Cars Brand

Mr. Jens Hildebrandt*
Executive Director
Delegation of German Industry & 
Commerce Beijing
Delegate and Chief Representative

Ms. Susanne Rademacher
Vice-Chair
Partner, Chief Representative,  
Rechtsanwältin, BEITEN BURKHARDT
Rechtsanwaltsges.mbH Beijing  
Representative Office 

Beijing Office 

Tianjin Office Shenyang Office

As of December 2019
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*GCC All-China Board Member 

Shanghai

Ms. QI Jiaying
Project Manager Events
+86-21-3858-5050
qi.jiaying@sh.china.ahk.de 

Ms. Julia Schneider
Project Manager Events
+86-21-3858-5271
schneider.julia@sh.china.ahk.de 

Ms. ZHANG Qianlu
Project Assistant Events
+86-21-3858-5250
zhang.qianlu@sh.china.ahk.de 

Mr. YIN Zheyu
Project Assistant Events
+86-21-3858-5091
yin.zheyu@sh.china.ahk.de 

Ms. Olivia Helvadjian
Senior Communications Manager  
& Chief Editor
+86-21-3858-5037
helvadjian.olivia@sh.china.ahk.de

Ms. Noga Feige
Editor and Social Media Coordinator
+86-21-3858-1675
feige.noga@sh.china.ahk.de

Ms. Philippa Hungar
Project Manager Communications
+86-21-3858-5246
hungar.philippa@sh.china.ahk.de

Mr. Navin Hossain
Regional Manager Neighboring 
Provinces
+86-21-38585056
hossain.navin@sh.china.ahk.de

Ms. Veronika Glauberman
Manager Social Responsibility
+86-21-3858-5047
glauberman.veronika@sh.china.ahk.de

Ms. CHEN Ting 
Sales & Marketing Manager, 
Advertisement 
+86-21-3858-5237
chen.ting@sh.china.ahk.de

Dr. Sigrid Winkler
Executive Chamber Manager
+86-21-5081-2266-1605
winkler.sigrid@sh.china.ahk.de

Ms. ZHU Daisy
Regional Manager Shanghai
+86-21-3858-5030
zhu.jingjing@sh.china.ahk.de 

Ms. CHEN Yan
Assistant to Executive  
Chamber Manager
+86-21-3858-5009
chen.yan@sh.china.ahk.de 

Ms. DU Xiaolin
Project Manager Membership
+86-21-3858-5089
du.xiaolin@sh.china.ahk.de 

Ms. LIU Huixin
Project Assistant Membership
+86-21-3858-5229
liu.huixin@sh.china.ahk.de 

Ms. Bettina Schoen*
Chair
Asia Freudenberg Group
Regional Representative Freudenberg 
Management (Shanghai) Co., Ltd
Managing Director

Ms. Simone Pohl*
Executive Director
Delegation of German Industry &  
Commerce Shanghai
Delegate and Chief Representative

Mr. Lothar Grad
Vice-Chair
Schletter (Shanghai) Solar Technology 
Co., Ltd.
General Manager

Ms. Brigitte Wolff
Treasurer
EIM Executive Interim Management 
China Ltd.
Managing Director

Mr. Michael Maeder
Ward Howell Management Consulting 
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd., Direct HR, Hidden 
Champion, IOTOne.com
Co-Founder and Managing Partner

Mr. David Powels
SAIC Volkswagen Automotive  
Company Ltd.
First Vice President & Commercial 
Executive Vice President

Mr. Clas Neumann
SAP China Co., Ltd.
Senior Vice President, Head of SAP 
Global Labs Network

Mr. Titus von dem Bongart
Ernst & Young (China) Advisory 
Ltd. Shanghai Branch Office
Partner, Head of GBN Greater 
China, ASEAN, and Korea

Mr. Richard Zhang
KERN-LIEBERS (Taicang) Co., Ltd.
General Manager
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Mr. WEN Xiaofei
Regional Manager
Sichuan-Chongqing
+86-28-8533-6840
wen.jfay@gz.china.ahk.de

Ms. SU Suzanne
(until 02/2020)
Senior Event & Marketing Manager 
Shenzhen
+86-755-8635-0485
su.suzanne@gz.china.ahk.de

Ms. WU Eliza
Membership & Administration 
Manager
+86-20-8755-2353*225
wu.eliza@gz.china.ahk.de

Ms. GAO Vivi
Event & Membership Manager
+86 -20-8755-8203
gao.vivi@gz.china.ahk.de

Mr. Ulf Reinhardt*
Chair
Foshan ARC Industrial Equipment
Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Chairman and General Manager

Mr. Maximilian Butek*
Executive Director
Delegation of German Industry &
Commerce Guangzhou
Delegate and Chief Representative

Mr. Tim Leitschuh
Treasurer
Bock China Ltd.
General Manager

Mr. Dong Duong
Trolli Guangzhou Confectionery 
Co., Ltd.
General Manager

Mr. Bernd Leuthner
Herrenknecht (Guangzhou) 
Tunneling Equipment Ltd.
Managing Director

Mr. Ralf Mazet
Devolo Asia Consulting (Shenzhen) 
Co., Ltd.
Manager Manufacturing Services 
Asia

Mr. Jan Grigor Schubert
ZAMA Group
President

South & Southwest China

Ms. SONG Melanie
Event & Marketing Manager 
Shenzhen
+86-755-2660-4215
song.melanie@gz.china.ahk.de

*GCC All-China Board Member
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Over the past year, the German Chamber of Commerce went to great 
lengths to create exemplary events and powerful networking platforms 
for its 2285 members. In 2020, we look forward to having more of our 
members and Friends of the Chamber join our community and partake in 
our professional activities. 

MEMBERSHIP
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German Chamber of Commerce in China

North China 

Shanghai and Neighboring Provinces

South & Southwest China 

MEMBERSHIP STATISTICS

Membership Development 2018-2019

2018 2019

2018 2019

2018 2019

Members

1200

800

400

0

249 246

855 846

235 234

58 58 96 95
30 29

1523 1508

Members

Private 
Member

Private 
Member

Private 
Member

Special 
Member

Special 
Member

Special 
Member

Corporate 
Small

Corporate 
Small

Corporate 
Small

Corporate 
Micro*

Corporate 
Micro*

Corporate 
Micro*

Corporate 
Medium

Corporate 
Medium

Corporate 
Medium

Corporate 
Large

Corporate 
Large

Corporate 
Large

26 26 46 42
20 21

568 565

64 79

303 295

109 102

Total 

Total 

Total 
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0

Members

113 114

6 7 14 109 11

200

150

100

50

0

211 212

39 40
30 30
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Liaoning

Shandong

Jilin

Shenzhen Foshan

Chengdu Chongqing

West Pearl
River Delta

Dongguan

Shanghai 

Zhejiang

Taicang

Suzhou
Kunshan

Beijing 

Tianjin

Anhui

Henan

HubeiSichuan

Yunnan

Guizhou

Guangxi

Jinan Qingdao

Fujian

Hebei

Jiangsu

Guangzhou

Shenyang

Shanxi

Regional Membership Distribution 2019

South & Southwest China 2018 2019

Guangzhou Region (Guangzhou, Foshan etc.) 71 68
Dongguan 14 15
Shenzhen Region (Shenzhen, Hong Kong etc.) 72 71
Southwest China (Chengdu, Chongqing) 22 26
West-PRD 17 17
Others 15 15

Total 211 212

Shanghai 2018 2019

Shanghai 1030 1009
Taicang 90 87
Suzhou 92 94
Kunshan 55 55
Zhejiang 64 63
Shandong 14 15
Others 178 185

Total 1523 1508

North China 2018 2019

Beijing 329 316
Tianjin 75 72
Hebei 11 12
Liaoning 92 96
Jilin  16 20
Shandong 18 18
Others 27 31

Total 568 565

31 | Others 
18 | Shandong 

20 | Jilin 

96 | Liaoning 

12 | Hebei 

72 | Tianjin 

316 | Beijing 

63 | Zhejiang
55 | Kunshan

94 | Suzhou

15 | Shandong
185 | Others

87 | Taicang

1009 | Shanghai

Jiangxi

Hunan

1508

71 |  Shenzhen Region
15 | Dongguan

68 |  Guangzhou Region

26 |  Southwest China

17 | West-PRD
15 | Others

212

565
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MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS AND SERVICES

�  Option to become a Board Member and shape 
the work of the German Chamber

�  Outreach and development of CSR projects 
during “More Than a Market” Initiative

�  Opportunity to become a speaker or workshop 
leader at one of our events

�  Discounted advertisements on both online and 
offline publications 

�  Special discounts when using DE Job Market to 
source talents

�  Exclusive access to Membership Directory

�  Opportunity to publish company news in the GC 
Ticker free of charge and to use our WeChat for 
marketing activities

�  Brand exposure through high-profile sponsorships

�  Great business deals all over China (GC Deals)

�  Advantages for German business  
visa applications

�  Specialized and discounted services for SMEs 

�  Insider information on China’s economic  
development

�  Access to our annual survey results

�  Free delivery of the German Chamber Magazine  
“GC Ticker” (readership of over 26,000)

Networking & Advocacy

Impacting the Community

Outreach & Visibility

Business Services

�  Networking opportunities with governmental 
institutions and public stakeholders in Germany 
and China 

�  A chance to shape advocacy involving member’s 
interests in our annual surveys (e.g. Business 
Confidence Survey)

�  Reduced rates for Chamber  
events all over China

�  Exclusive members-only events

�  Access the Wirtschaftsjunioren (Young Leaders) 
network for young leaders from your company
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FINANCIALS

Allocation of Expenses 2019

Revenue Distribution 2019

General Expenses and Administration ¥ 14,098,700

41%

42.5%

2.5%

5%
9%

Other ¥ 387,515

Events ¥ 9,373,822

Publications ¥ 759,749

Total ¥ 24,619,786

Total ¥ 26,376,810

Publications ¥ 1,369,515

Events ¥ 10,853,541

Yearly Sponsorships ¥ 2,331,562

Other ¥ 639,787

Membership Fee ¥ 11,182,405

57%3%

38%

2%
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In December, the German Chamber of 
Commerce in China hosted its first Great-
er China Xceleration Days (GCXD2019), 
a three-day professional matchmaking 
event that took place in Shenzhen. The 
event was designed to promote coopera-
tion between German and Chinese compa-
nies and featured a variety of network-
ing opportunities at the exhibition hall, 
keynote speeches, panels, project sessions, 
the German Wine Festival, Polit-Talk, 
Talk@AHK and many more program 
points and networking opportunities. 

The Xceleration days attracted over 800 
participants, ranging from Chinese and 
German entrepreneurs to senior execu-
tives and high-ranking officials. Among 
the honorary guests were Dr. Stephan 
Wollenstein, Chairperson of the GCC 
Board of Directors and CEO of Volkswa-
gen Group China; Dr. Jianhua HU, Pres-
ident of China Merchants Group; Dr. 
Clemens von Goetze, German Ambassa-
dor to China; Dr. Till Backhaus, Minister 
for Agriculture & Environment of Meck-
lenburg-Vorpommern; and Dr. Volker 
Treier, Member of the Board of DIHK; Mr. 
Werner Steinmueller, Vice Chair of APA 
& Member of the Management Board of 
Deutsche Bank; Mr. Lixin WANG, Vice 
Mayor of Shenzhen.

The Greater China Xceleration Days were 
launched with the Greater China Innova-
tion Night Finale, gathering the regional 

winning start-ups on one stage to intro-
duce their projects. The event continued 
with several panel discussions and keynote 
speeches, opening the stage for promi-
nent leaders in their fields to discuss the 
current trends and share their forecast for 
the Sino-German business relations. The 
panels were followed by parallel project 
sessions, where attendees got the chance 
to engage with 25 exciting projects from 
five key industries: mobility; manufactur-
ing, robotics, and digitalization; artificial 
intelligence; healthcare and pharmaceu-
ticals; and environmental technology. A 
project session consisted of an enterprise 
presenting a current project for which it 
sought cooperation or partnership. 

Along with the project sessions, a variety 
of social activities were incorporated into 
the event, such as sports training, German 
Wine and Beer Festival, and networking 
lunches, allowing attendees to network 
with like-minded professionals. Partici-
pants were also able to meet their peers 
through “B2Match”- a digital matchmak-
ing platform. 

The German Chamber sincerely thanks 
our partners, sponsors, and participants, 
for making the GCXD2019 a great success. 
We would also like to extend our grati-
tude to the German Consulate in Guang-
zhou for their outstanding support during 
the preparation of the event.

GREATER CHINA XCELERATION DAYS 
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The outbreak of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) in late 2019 
is continuing to rattle the local and global markets. During 
these times, the German Chamber of Commerce in China 
continues to act as the liaison between the German community 
and the local authorities, providing valuable information and 
business contacts for the Sino-German community in China.

To actively support China’s fight against COVID-19, the German 
Chamber connected Sino-German companies with hospitals 
and health organizations to assist with the passage of medical 
supplies and funds to Hubei province and it’s capital Wuhan. 

More than 50 companies answered the GCC’s call for donations, 
with contributions amounting to RMB 274 million in cash and 
supplies by March 4. 

The Chamber continues to maintain close contact with the 
Chinese authorities to ensure real-time updates and verified 
information reaches our community. These take the form of 
WeChat posts, website updates, webinars, press releases, mailing, 
and more. On the other end, the Chamber collects and analyz-
es data from hundreds of Sino-German companies operating in 
China, to better understanding their current challenges.

THE GERMAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE’S 
RESPONSE TO THE COVID-19 OUTBREAK

Around 90 press releases and comments 
for media worldwide.

The “How We Do” Digital Series, a unique 
series of WeChat posts with company rep-
resentatives sharing their challenges and 
creative solutions amid the outbreak. 

A regularly-updated FAQ section on the 
AHK webpage, dealing with topics such 
as operations, production & supply chain, 
SMEs, HR & social security, finance & 
tax, etc. 

A flash survey in cooperation with the 
EUCCC, examining the impact of the coro-
navirus outbreak on European companies 
in China, with 577 companies contributing.

Four China-wide webinars, with govern-
ment officials and executives from German 
companies as speakers, attracted nearly 
1,300 participants combined.

57 WeChat posts containing updates 
and government policies on the COV-
ID-19 outbreak, collectively surpassing 
33,400 views.

By the middle of March 2020, the German Chamber of Commerce in China issued:

The German Chamber of Commerce in China is making continuous efforts to provide quality services and 
support to its members amid the coronavirus pandemic.
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ADVOCACY ENGAGEMENT

In 2019, the German Chamber continued to advocate for German companies operating in China. The Chamber conducted numerous 
meetings with central, provincial, and local government authorities, mirroring the challenges German companies face in China. The 
Chamber communicated growing difficulties in market access, policy transparency, environmental regulations, and more, and both sides 
shared perspectives on Sino-German relations. Furthermore, high-profile political visits have taken place throughout the year in China 
and Germany, expanding the Chamber’s network in Europe and Asia.

210+ meetings 350+ hours 180+ pages

With central, provincial and 
local government officials

Discussing challenges and  
opportunities for cooperation

Survey results, reports and comments 
handed over to authorities

4 November – French President Macron, German Federal Minister for Education and Research Anja Karliczek, and 
EU Commissioner Mr. Phil Hogan, together with a large French delegation and around 20 German companies, 
pledge to fight for a level playing field for EU companies in China.

13 August – Jens Hildebrandt meets Zhai Qian, Director General of MOFCOM European 
Affairs Department, handing over member's comments on recent draft regulations.

26 September – Visit of the governor of Hainan province, Mr. Xiaoming 
Shen to DIHK headquarters in Germany.

21 November – Chair of the German Chamber of Commerce in China | 
Shanghai, Ms. Bettina Schoen briefs the CPPCC Shanghai Committee on 
the situation of German businesses for the second time.

24 September – DIHK President Dr. Eric Schweitzer meets with the Governor of Guangdong 
Province, Mr. Xingrui Ma.

17 May -– Ms. Simone Pohl speaks at a roundtable discussion with the Shanghai Municipal 
People’s Government.
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165+ 97 3

News pieces on Sino-
German business

Press meetings with local, national 
and international media outlets 

Surveys conducted

GERMAN CHAMBER IN THE NEWS

Extensive press work is one of the German Chamber of Com-
merce’s methods to advocate the interests of German business 
in China. We work relentlessly to bring awareness to the Cham-
ber's activities, support our members in the development of 
their businesses and help foster a positive image of German 
companies in China. Last year was marked by the ongoing trade 
conflict between the world’s largest economies. The new For-
eign Investment Law, the planned implementation of a Cor-

porate Social Credit System, China’s decelerating economy as 
well as the country’s reform and opening-up agenda were the 
trending topics in 2019 for the German business community.

In 2019, we successfully leveraged local, national and interna-
tional media in order to increase and strengthen the public voice 
of German business in China. We will continue spreading key 
messages for maximum impact within the media in 2020!
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PUBLICATIONS

The German Chamber Ticker is the business journal of the German 
Chamber of Commerce in mainland China. This free, English 
language quarterly magazine features articles on current topics, 
German chamber news, and interviews with high-ranking business 
professionals, as well as articles on legal and policy updates, 

environment, finance, and other relevant topics. A print edition 
of the GC Ticker is distributed to all GCC members and partners 
throughout China, and a digital version is available for download 
on our website: www.china.ahk.de, and on our WeChat channels.

German Chamber Ticker

Follow our WeChat for upcoming Chamber 
events, membership news and up-to-date 
information on Sino-German economic 
relations in your region:

North China Shanghai South & Southwest China

26,000 copies distributed across 
China each issue

Direct mailing to senior executives

Displayed on Lufthansa flights

To be found at all Chamber events

6,000 copies can be read at key locations such 
as restaurants, hotels, spas and hospitals
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GCC Surveys

Slowing economic growth, trade disputes, and swift changes in 
regulations are just some of the characteristics that dominated the 
Chinese market in 2019. As part of our strenuous efforts to support 
our members with up-to-date assessments of the business climate 
in China, the GCC published its 12th edition of the Labor Market 
and Salary Report and its 13th edition of the Business Confidence 
Survey. The results were distributed to key stakeholders, members of 
the press, and high-profile officials, validating the GCC’s advocacy 
work for the benefit of German companies. 

GCC SURVEYS
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The German Chamber of Commerce in China’s annual business 
confidence survey is a key indicator reflecting the business sen-
timent of German companies operating in China. The survey 
focuses on business outlook and performance, market access 
and investment, reform efforts and business challenges, as well 
as US-China trade dispute and current topics such as Corporate 
Social Credit System, innovation and digitalization, competitive 
situation, and BRI.

2019 was significantly affected by the US-China trade dispute 
and a rising global tendency for rather protectionist economic 
policy developments paired with a decelerating global econo-
my. The economic slowdown and political uncertainty point to a 
mixed year for German companies in China. For Germany, as an 
export-oriented economy for the most part, open markets and a 
rules-based trade system are cornerstones of its companies’ suc-
cess worldwide.

A record number of 526 member companies participated in this 
year's Business Confidence Survey. For the first time this year, the 
report was conducted in partnership with KPMG in Germany.

Business Outlook: Gloomy, with Small Signs of Hope
The slowdown of the Chinese economy, paired with uncertainty 
due to the ongoing US-China trade dispute, has left its marks. 
The Business Confidence Survey shows that business expectations 
are at their lowest rate in years, with only one-third of German 
companies surveyed expecting to reach or exceed their business 
targets in 2019. Industry forecasts for 2019, in particular for Ger-
many’s traditionally strong automotive and machinery/industrial 
equipment sectors, have significantly decreased. For the year 
ahead, surveyed enterprises report cautious signs of recovery with 
a slightly improved industry development.

Will Your Company Generate Growth of At Least 5% in Re-
gards to Investment, Employment, Profit, and Net Sales?
Like overall economic development in China, the growth of the 
surveyed companies is also expected to slow down in 2019. 
Roughly one-third of the surveyed companies expect net sales 
growth of more than 5% for 2019 – down from two-thirds in 
2018 – and to grow profits of more than 5% (29%) – down from 
50% in 2018. However, when compared to 2019, expectations for 
2020 are more promising.

Investment Growth Needs Improved Market Access and a Sound 
Regulatory Framework
China has taken a number of steps towards implementing reforms 
aimed at greater market openness and equal treatment of foreign 
entities in the Chinese market. Almost half of the surveyed com-
panies positively acknowledge this commitment. According to the 
survey, two out of three respondents report facing market access 
restrictions. Implicit market access barriers, such as obtaining 
licenses, disproportionate tendering processes, and insufficient 
lead time when implementing new regulations, challenge German 
companies the most. For around every second respondent, legal 
uncertainty and unclear regulatory frameworks, as well as tech-
nology transfer requirements, are the top pressing hurdles.

German Companies See Opportunity
Despite these market access barriers, companies surveyed see vari-
ous significant opportunities emerging in the Chinese market. Top 3 
opportunities are the growing domestic consumption, an increasing 
demand for foreign brands, and quality as well as participation in 
innovation and digital technologies. Two out of three respondents 
intend to further invest in China in the next two years, and one 
in two of all surveyed companies would even likely or very likely 
increase their investments in China if greater market access was 
granted. That’s a clear sign that the conclusion of a high-quality 
EU-China Comprehensive Agreement on Investment (CAI) next year 
– with a scope beyond the usual investment protection dimension, 
covering also fair market access – would create a new momentum 
bringing also Sino-German economic relations to a new stage.

BUSINESS CONFIDENCE SURVEY 2019/2020
The full report is available for download on our website: www.china.ahk.de

This report was conducted in partnership with
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The short version of the report is available for download on our website: www.china.ahk.de.
The full report is available for our members only.

China Reveals Continued Significant Wage Increases 
Continuing the average wage growth developments of previous 
years, findings published in the German Chamber of Commerce in 
China’s 12th Labor Market and Salary Report reveal double-digit 
wage increases yet again for 2019. According to the National Bu-
reau of Statistics in China (NBS), the average annual wage in 2018 
amounted to RMB 82,461, an increase of eleven percent compared 
to the previous year. The most significant wage increase took place 
in Central China, with an average growth of 12.7 percent. North-
east China registered the lowest wage increase, amounting to 8.9 
percent in 2018. At RMB 65,411, Northeast China also remained the 
region with the lowest annual salary, whereas East China, the high-
est paying region, had an annual salary of RMB 93,253 in 2018.

Expected Wage Growth at German Companies Resumes its 
Slowdown
With German companies generally exceeding average wage levels 
in China (with a median total cost per employee amounting to RMB 
15,000 per month in 2019), wage growth at German companies has 
traditionally been below the major national indicators for wage 
developments. With a total of 483 responses, the results of 2019’s 
poll continue to follow this trend and show an expected average 
wage rise of 5.53 percent for 2020, a slowdown of 0.46 percentage 
points (p.p.) compared to expectations in 2018, and 5.47 p.p. below 
the actual Chinese average wage increase of eleven percent in 2018. 
Under further analysis, the slight uptick in expected wage growth 
in 2018 was a temporary deviation of the overall downward trend.

The overall expected wage growth of 5.53 percent for 2020 in 
China varies significantly across regions, with East and South 
China standing out. Suzhou (4.90 percent), Taicang, and Kunshan 
(4.91 percent) expect wage growth below China’s average, where-
as Shenzhen (6.74 percent) and Guangzhou (6.63 percent) predict 
a wage increase above average. The development of the region’s 
wage increases, both in terms of direction and intensity, remain 
consistent across different levels of seniority as well as produc-
tion workers. 

Expected and Effective Wage Growth Align
The reported effective wage growth for 2019 amounted to 5.87 
percent, showing a slight deviation of 0.12 p.p. from the initial 
estimate of 5.99 percent. Only the automotive and consumer 
goods industries expected a wage increase above the effective 
wage growth for 2019. Consulting and legal services, as well as 
the chemical industries, were the most notable cases of effective 
wage growth to increase above the initial expectation. Another 
notable finding is that expected wage growth for small (less than 
50 employees) and medium-sized (between 50 and 250 employ-
ees) enterprises came up short of the effective rate for 2019, in 
contrast to large (more than 250 employees) enterprises that fore-
casted a wage growth higher than the effective rate. 

Total Cost per Employee Slightly Increases 
The total cost per employee at the German Chamber in China 
member companies in 2019 yielded a median value of RMB 
15,000 per month, RMB 680 above 2018’s median and 2.2 times 
higher than the latest official average compensation across Chi-
na according to the NBS. At the regional level, compensation in 
Guangzhou, Taicang, and Kunshan, and Tianjin reached values 
close to China’s median total cost per employee. The highest 
paying locations, Beijing and Shanghai, however, remained at a 
much higher level. 

The German Chamber of Commerce in China conducted the 
survey among its member companies in partnership with Direct 
HR Group between 11 June and 19 July 2019. With 483 
contributions, the Labor Market and Salary Report 2019| 2020, 
12th Edition, was released for members on 11 September 2019. 

LABOR MARKET & SALARY REPORT 2019/2020

This report was conducted in partnership with

2012 2015 20182013 2016 20192014 2017 2020

Expected Wage Growth Development at German Companies in 
China (%) Nominal Growth

Note: Wage growth is obtained as the average of the expected salary increase for all 
positions surveyed.
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Become a Friend of the German 
Chamber in China
The German Chamber of Commerce in China is the official member organization representing German 
business in China. To help connect German companies in China with Chinese companies, we open our 
business network for Chinese companies to join us as “Friends of German Chamber”.

North China:

Kathrin Wolfsgruber
E-mail: wolfsgruber.kathrin@bj.china.ahk.de 
Tel: +86 (0)10 - 6539 6661

East China:

Daisy Zhu
E-mail: zhu.jingjing@sh.china.ahk.de 
Tel: +86 (0)21- 3858 5030

South and Southwest China:

Eliza Wu
E-mail: wu.eliza@gz.china.ahk.de 
Tel: +86 (0)20- 8755 2353*225

Who can join?
Chinese companies interested in connecting with and increasing business cooperation with German 
companies

What are the benefits?
• Connect with German Chamber member companies in China
• Access our network of valuable connections in Germany and China and network with the

German, Chinese & international business community
• Take part in high-level business and matchmaking events and share your expertise
• Gain unique visibility and exposure in our publications and on social media
• Get information on investing and developing successfully in the German market

How to join?
Contact us for more information and let us know your key motivation for becoming a Friend of the   
German Chamber.
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2019 AT A GLANCE:

CHAMBER ACTIVITIES IN 
NORTH CHINA
The year 2019 was marked by important milestones, consider-
able success as well as significant challenges for the German 
Chamber of Commerce in North China. Besides piloting new 
and innovative event formats and pushing ahead the regional 
expansion in North China, we have also further strengthened 
our advocacy engagement in the region and our content-driven 
communication to increase its overall relevance among poli-
cymakers and stakeholders. Additionally, we have intensified 

the German Chamber’s cooperation and exchange with Chinese 
companies and welcomed 9 new “Friends of the Chamber” to our 
community in North China.

For 2020 our top priority remains, amongst others, navigat-
ing our members through the challenges they face due to the 
outbreak of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19). 

72
 Members 

10
 Years Anniversary 

Tianjin Office
New Shenyang office
WÜRTH Industrial Park

250+
WeChat posts with 

46,000 views

210
 Meetings with local and 
provincial government

152
Social and business 

events

9
Friends of the 

Chamber

7,800
Event 

participants

565
Members for a 
strong network
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OVERVIEW OF ALL EVENTS

 Beijing Tianjin Shenyang

Young Professionals
Wirtschaftsjunioren

Social 
Events

Business 
Events

Highlight 
Events

 Total  71    56 45    39 57    56
 Participants  4,687    3,892 1,006    1,055 1,756    2,211

 2018    2019 2018    2019 2018    2019

 10 08 02 04 02 06

 24 20 23 19 41 40

 13 06 20 16 14 10

 24 22

Thanks to Our Yearly Sponsors North China 2019/20

Beijing Office

Tianjin Office

Shenyang Office
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The announced plan by NDRC to implement a comprehensive “Cor-
porate Social Credit System” (CSCS) by 2020 has aroused much 
attention. To help our members to better understand and prepare 

for the CSCS, the German Chamber of Commerce in China – North 
China and the European Union Chamber of Commerce in China 
for the first time jointly organized a Kammerdinner on China’s 
Social Credit System (SCS) on 28 August 2019. European Chamber 
President Jörg Wuttke and Sinolytics CEO Björn Conrad presented 
the main findings of their report. Besides, the German Chamber 
compiled a “Practical Guide to China’s Corporate Social Credit 
System”. This guide will help to do a self-assessment on current 
ratings and assist our members with first steps of self-assessment 
and data monitoring work.

On 21 May 2019, the 19th Annual General Meeting (AGM) of 
the German Chamber of Commerce – North China took place 
at Kempinski Hotel Beijing Lufthansa Center. Ms. Susanne 

Rademacher, Vice-Chairperson of the German Chamber of 
Commerce – North China, welcomed over 100 representatives 
from member companies in North China. Key speaker of the 
evening was Mr. Wolfgang Stopper, Head of China Division, 
German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy 
(BMWi). In his speech on “How to handle a dragon?” he assessed 
the current status of German-Chinese economic relations from 
a German federal point of view against the background of the 
EU-China Summit, the Belt & Road Forum, and the European 
Industrial Policy. 

HIGHLIGHT EVENTS – BEIJING

With the aim to strengthen cooperation and exchanges between 
China and Germany in Midwest China, AHK Greater China, 
Beijing Office successfully launched the first Xi’an Sino-German 
Technical Cooperation Summit focusing on aviation, automotive 

and manufacturing in Xi’an on 26 and 27 March 2019. Besides 
more than 100 representatives of locally invested German and 
Chinese companies, 14 German aviation related manufactures and 
service providers of the business initiation trip “Aviation in China”, 
conducted by Germany’s Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs 
and Energy, used the event to learn about the strong aviation base 
in Xi’an. In addition, the German Chamber of Commerce in China 
– North China organized a special business roundtable with Dr. 
Clemens von Goetze, German Ambassador to China, and German 
companies in Xi’an to get insights and to advise decision makers 
including governmental and public stakeholders. 

Annual General Meeting 2019

   Xi’an Sino-German Technical Cooperation Summit 

 21.05.2019 | Kempinski Hotel Beijing Lufthansa Center

 26-27. 03. 2019 | Shangri-La Hotel, Xi‘an

Kammerdinner – The Impact of China’s Corporate Social Credit  
System on European Business

 28.08.2019 | Kempinski Hotel Beijing Lufthansa Center
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In order to get first-hand insights into the future development 
of Xiong’an New Area and to discover opportunities for German 
companies, the German Chamber of Commerce in China – North 
China together with the Xiong’an Green Development Research In-
stitute jointly held the forum “German Smart Manufacturing Comes 
To Xiong’an” on 6 September 2019, at Oscar Studios, Xiong’an. 
The forum focused on the topic “Exploring Innovative Concepts & 
Boosting the Future of Smart Cities” and was attended by 160 rep-
resentatives of German and Chinese companies. The event was sup-
ported by Tonghe Times Beijing Investment Management and Wilo 
China, long-term German Chamber member, as well as one of the 
worldwide leading manufacturers of high-tech pumps.

  German Smart Manufacturing Comes To Xiong’an
 06.09.2019 | Oscar Studios, Xiong’an

 29.10.2019 | Kempinski Hotel Beijing Lufthansa Center

  AHK Innovation Night: Reverse Pitching – Beijing Edition 

“Friends of the Chamber”: Kammerdinner in Cooperation with Huawei

Under the motto of “Startups meet Corporates – Innovation collab-
oration done right!” the German Chamber of Commerce in China 
successfully hosted the first “AHK Innovation Night – Reverse 
Pitching – Beijing Edition” on 7 November 2019. Six startups – 
Mor.AI, Mushroom, Pencilvision, Geek+, Alpha.SMART and Shop-
litics – pitched their solutions to the challenges presented to them 

by VW and Lab 1886 China/Daimler China Incubator. The startups 
presented innovative ideas in the areas of in-car experience, health, 
and safety, as well as new approaches to warehouse logistics for 
the automotive industry. Congratulations to the winners Geek+ and 
Daimler’s Startup Autobahn who convinced not only the expert 
jury but also a smart and interested crowd! 

The winning price was free tickets for the Greater China Xceleration 
Days and the chance to pitch at the nationwide AHK Innovation 
Night on 3 December 2019 in Shenzhen. We would like to thank 
our partners and sponsors: CPC Consulting Beijing, StartupGrind, 
German Innovators, Innoway, P3, DokoWay, Paulaner, Ping Dynas-
ty Brewing and WeWork.

On 29 October 2019, the German Chamber and Huawei, a “Friend 
of the Chamber”, jointly organized a Kammerdinner on the status of  

5G rollout in China and worldwide. Mr. David Wang, Chief Represent-
ative of Huawei Berlin Office, shared the latest 5G developments and 
answered questions regarding 5G implementation challenges, data 
security and implications of the US-China Trade War etc.

As a “Friend of the Chamber” Chinese companies can access our 
strong and valuable German-Sino network and connect with German 
Chamber member companies. Additionally, they benefit from exclu-
sive insights on and visibility in our online and offline publications.

 07.11.2019 | WeWork @14 Jiuxianqiao, Beijing
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GCC Business Confidence Report: Skepticism and Opportunities – 
German Business Sentiment on the Chinese Market

Discovering Beijing’s New Daxing International Airport

 12.11.2019 | Hilton Beijing

 29.11.2019 | Daxing International Airport, Beijing

On 12 November 2019, the German Chamber of Commerce in 
China organized a press conference to present the main findings 
of the Business Confidence Survey 19/20 (BCS), which was 
supported by KPMG in Germany. Dr. Clemens von Goetze, German 
Ambassador to China; Dr. Stephan Woellenstein, Chairman, 
German Chamber of Commerce in China – North China, CEO 
of Volkswagen Group China; Ms. Bettina Schoen-Behanzin, 
Chairwoman, German Chamber of Commerce in China – Shanghai, 

Regional Representative Asia Freudenberg Group; Andreas Glunz, 
Managing Partner International Business KPMG AG Germany; 
Jens Hildebrandt, German Chamber of Commerce – North China 
Executive Director, shared the main insights of the BCS 19/20 
with the Chinese, German and other media representatives. The 
participants had an exclusive opportunity to conduct individual 
interviews with the speakers after the briefing. 

In order to get an exclusive 
glance into the technologies and 
capabilities of the world’s largest 
airport, the German Chamber of 
Commerce in China – North China, 
in cooperation with the Lufthansa 
Group and T-Systems, organized 
a visit to the Daxing International 
Airport in Beijing on 29 November 
2019. More than 50 members and 
friends had an exclusive opportunity 
to learn about the new airport’s 
facilities, advanced technologies, 
and complex management 
procedures, as well as to experience 
the new express train to the airport. 
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On 25 May 2019, it was time again for the tradition-
al German Soccer Championship at a new venue: the 
British School of Beijing in Shunyi. The Sino-German 
business community came together to cheer for the 
twelve teams of the tournament, who competed with 
great commitment and passion for the title of the 8th 
German Soccer Champion in Beijing. The players as 
well as the more than 1000 spectators enjoyed a great 
sports and family day. For the first time we had a refer-
ee from Germany’s first league with us. Our banner 
sponsor DEKRA as the official partner of the referees 
of the German Football Association (DFB) invited Mr. 
Marco Fritz to join the tournament. We also welcomed 
well-experienced trainers from Germany’s first league 
soccer club Bayer 04 Leverkusen, who gave children 
the great opportunity to gain first-hand practice in a 
professional soccer training. The various sponsors of 
this year’s tournament offered a wide range of enter-
tainment activities for Young and Old and delicious 
German and Chinese food. After a day full of turbu-
lent and exhilarating soccer matches, BMW won the 
tournament for the 4th time since the beginning of the 
German Soccer Championship Beijing in 2012.

A grateful thank you goes out to all teams, event part-
ners, sponsors, soccer clubs and volunteers as well as 
the soccer committee who made this tournament a 
memorable and enjoyable day.

The 8th German Soccer Championship in Beijing – 
And the Winner 2019 is…BMW! 

Teams

 25.05.2019 | British School of Beijing, Shunyi

Event Partner
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The 8th German Soccer Championship in Beijing – 
And the Winner 2019 is…BMW! 

19th German Ball – Haus of Art 

In 2019 we celebrated the 100th anniversary of the most 
influential modern design school of the 20th century – 
the Bauhaus in Germany. Around 750 high-ranking 
guests attended the German Ball – Haus of Art and 
enjoyed a fabulous night out in Kempinski hotel’s 
exclusive ballroom. The guests enjoyed an exquisite 
gala dinner served by Beijing’s best chefs accompa-
nied by a fine selection of Bremer Ratskeller’s wines, 
a UNESCO World Heritage site, and were fascinated 
by various show acts, such as the “Artsy Dance of 
Geometry”– a fresh interpretation of the Triadic Ballet 
created by Oscar Schlemmer. 

Our event partner “The Äppler” provided an extraordi-
nary apple cider reception, while the trendy “Mao Mao 
Chong” hutong bar amazed our guests with a wide 
selection of cocktails. Our longstanding partner “Der 
Landgraf” served freshly tapped beer. The dessert and 
midnight buffet as well as the coffee bar by Nespres-
so were highly appreciated by those who needed to 
regain their energy to further dance the night away 
with the charismatic Band “Lounge Society” from 
Germany and inspiring, energizing beats of DJ “Aida”.

The German Chamber of Commerce in China – North 
China would like to thank all sponsors, partners and 
guests for joining us on this magnificent evening.

 16.11.2019 | Kempinski Hotel Beijing Lufthansa Center
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For the 12th time, the German Chamber of Commerce – North China 
organized the “Day of Logistics” in cooperation with BVL Beijing 
Chapter. On 11 April 2019, more than 30 logistic professionals 

were invited to visit Dongjiang Free Trade Port Zone (TJFTZ) in 
Tianjin. The participants had the opportunity to learn more about 
the development of the free trade zone with a tour to the Tianjin 
Port Pacific International Container Terminal and Dongjiang Cross-
border E-commerce Industrial Park. The tour was accompanied by 
speeches of Ms. Jean Wang, Representative of BVL Regional Group 
Beijing; Ms. Zhang Xiaolei, Regional Manager Tianjin of the German 
Chamber of Commerce – North China; Mr. Wu Bin, Vice Director of 
the International Shipping and Finance Promotion Center and Mr. 
Yuan Huijiang, Vice Director of the Economic Development Bureau.

HIGHLIGHT EVENTS – TIANJIN

On 22 February 2019, the German Chamber of Commerce – North 
China hosted the 2019 Spring Reception and 10 Years Anniversary 
Night at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel Tianjin with more than 90 guests. 
Throughout the past ten years, the Tianjin office developed remark-

ably from a small branch, only supporting 16 local members, to a 
strong and diverse business network of 75 members. 

In his opening speech, Mr. Feng Xingliang, Treasurer of the Ger-
man Chamber of Commerce – North China, expressed his deepest 
gratitude to the members, friends and partners for their support. 
In the following panel discussion, moderated by Dr. Björn Lin-
demann, Board Member German Chamber of Commerce – North 
China and former Regional Manager Tianjin, the office’s 10 years 
history was reviewed. Ms. Claudia Barkowsky, Chief Representa-
tive of VDMA Beijing and former Regional Manager and Exec-
utive Chamber Manager Tianjin, Ms. Yan Zeng, Deputy Director 
of Tianjin Commission of Commerce and Mr. Christoph Kaiser, 
Board Member German Chamber of Commerce – North China and 
Managing Director of Turck (Tianjin) Technology shared important 
milestones with the guests. Another highlight of the evening was a 
performance by the children of the Sun Village Tianjin, a non-gov-
ernment charity organization, dedicated to support children of in-
carcerated Chinese citizens.

On 21 August 2019, the German Chamber of Commerce – North 
China welcomed 11 Chinese general managers of German en-
terprises to the kick-off event of the new GM roundtable series 

“Leading A German Company as A Chinese General Manager” at 
the Tianjin office. With more than one third of the locally based 
member companies in Tianjin now being managed by Chinese 
leaders, the German Chamber of Commerce has identified the 
need to even stronger cater this unique customer group. After the 
opening speech by Mr. Qu Hongtao, General Manager of a. har-
trodt Tianjin Logistics Co., Ltd. and member of the German Cham-
ber Advisory Council Tianjin, the general managers discussed and 
exchanged ideas and experiences regarding management issues 
for more than four hours.

2019 Spring Reception and 10 Years Anniversary Night 

Day of Logistics 2019

  Chinese GM Roundtable Tianjin

 22.02.2019 | The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Tianjin 

 11.04.2019 | Dongjiang Free Trade Port Zone (TJFZT) 

 21.08.2019 | GCC Tianjin Office
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On 10 May 2019, the German Chamber of Commerce – North China 
invited its members and friends to the 8th German Night 2019 at 
Paulaner Brauhaus, Tianjin. The German Night is the major social 
event for the Sino-German community in Tianjin. About 40 partic-
ipants enjoyed the casual evening in a typical German atmosphere. 
The German Chamber thanks all participants, sponsors and helpers 
for this memorable night!

German Night 2019
 10.05.2019 | Paulaner Brauhaus Tianjin 

On 20 October 2019, the traditional German Chamber Soccer Cup 
took the field at Wellington College International Tianjin. The Sino-
German business community gathered to cheer for the ten teams 
forming the tournament, who competed with great commitment and 
passion for the title. The players – as well as over 500 spectators 

– enjoyed a great sports event and family day. After several 
exhilarating soccer matches, Wellington won the championship for 
the first time. The Tianjin Office of the German Chamber gratefully 
thanks all teams, event partners, sponsors, and volunteers who made 
this tournament a memorable and enjoyable event.

7th German Chamber Soccer Cup – Tianjin
 20.10.2019 | Wellington College International Tianjin 

On 14 December 2019, the German Chamber of 
Commerce invited their members and friends to a 
special Christmas celebration at SMOKI & CO in 
Tianjin. In a festive ambience, more than 50 guests 
enjoyed traditional German culinary delicacies 
and mulled wine together with their beloved ones, 
friends and colleagues. The highlight was the colorful 
Christmas Flea Market for both young and grown-ups. 

German Christmas Market Tianjin 2019
 14.12.2019 | SMOKI & CO, Tianjin 
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HIGHLIGHT EVENTS – 
SHENYANG | DALIAN | CHANGCHUN

Automotive Roundtable – Managing China Customs
On 26 March 2019, the first Automotive Roundtable of 2019 “Manag-
ing China Customs & Opportunities in Railway Logistics” was organ-
ized at Schenker Jinbei Logistics (SJL) in Shenyang. External guest 
speaker Mr. Markus Fischer, Senior Manager Enterprise Accounts at 
DB Schenker Shanghai, introduced characteristics of logistic railway 
routes between Europe and China. The roundtable continued with a 
lecture by Prof. Darwin Wang, Customs Affairs Expert, who teach-
es at Shanghai Fudan University on China Customs Know-How for 
Automotive Suppliers. His lecture was followed by a lively round-
table discussion about latest customs regulation changes, disputes 
with local customs authorities and future developments in Automo-
tive Logistics. During the guided facility tour guests were able to get 
a deeper impression of the storage systems of the Schenker project 
in Shenyang. The Automotive Roundtable brought together logistics 
experts from local automotive manufacturers in the northeast region 
including their suppliers and provided a platform to present the latest 
industry information, exchange ideas and share experiences.

The 1st Sino-German Controlling Forum in Northeast China in coop-
eration with Shanghai De Chen Enterprise Management Consulting 
was organized at Hilton Shenyang on 28 May 2019. For the first 
time in the northeast region, the forum provided a unique platform 
for networking and exchange between financial and non-financial 
professionals of the local German and Chinese business community.

The forum was well attended mainly by controllers and finance 
managers from member companies in the major cities Shenyang, 
Dalian and Changchun. Keynote speeches and presentations on rele-
vant topics were held by local CFOs, GMs, and Heads of Controlling 
of German multinational and medium-sized companies to provide 
attendees with insights into the increasingly important role of con-
trolling in their companies. 

The event was moderated by Jan Block, Regional Manager of the 
German Chamber of Commerce in Shenyang, and Dr. Zhen Huang, 
Management Consultant & Trainer at Shanghai De Chen Consulting. 
The forum ended with a lively podium discussion where all speakers 
again shared their professional work experiences in their compa-
nies and answered the various questions from the audience. Overall, 
around 40 professionals attended the 1st forum of its kind in the 
northeast region.

  Sino-German Controlling Forum Northeast China 2019
 28.05.2019 | Hilton Shenyang

 26.02.2019 | Schenker Jinbei Logistics Shenyang
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Automotive Roundtable – Connected and Automated Vehicles 
On 12 June 2019, the Automotive Roundtable “Connected and 
Automated Vehicles – Future of Transportation” was organized at 
the BMW Brilliance Automotive (BBA) R&D Center in Shenyang. 

Vice President R&D Mr. Patrick Mueller at BBA introduced the 
audience to BMW future mobility concepts. Mr. Stefan Bernhart, 
Economic & Industry Counsellor at the German Embassy Beijing, 
held a lecture about current developments of automated driving 
and Mr. Tilman Tillmann, General Manager at VDA QMC 
China, gave a brief overview about the new challenges through 
digitalization as well as latest automotive industry trends. In 
addition, all participants received a first-hand impression about 
the complexity of testing and validation procedures for any 
BMW premium vehicles during the guided facility tour.

 12.06.2019 | BMW Brilliance Automotive R&D Center

The 1st German Companies Soccer Championship in Shenyang in 
cooperation with HuZ Foreign Children School was organized on 
23 June 2019. In total 8 German Chamber member companies in 
the Northeast took part in the competition and fought for the soc-
cer trophy. 

The soccer teams were welcomed by Matthias Biermann, Consul 
General at the German Consulate in Shenyang, who expressed his 
best wishes and the best of luck for the upcoming tournament. The 
opening was followed by a special performance of the cheerleader 
team from Volkswagen Automatic Transmission Dalian before the 
first round of matches decided about the group rankings. 

After a day full of turbulent and exhilarating soccer matches, the 
team of BMW Brilliance Automotive won the final competition and 
became the winner of the first German Companies Soccer Champi-
onship in Shenyang. 

Throughout the day, delicious food and refreshments were served by 
the event sponsor Conrad Shenyang, and everyone tasted the au-
thentic German BBQ during the lunch break. All soccer players to-
gether with their families, friends and children enjoyed a great sports 
event with sunny weather and children activities.

  2019 German Companies Soccer Championship Shenyang
 23.06.2019 | HUZ Foreign Children School Shenyang
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Excursion Automotive – Digital Factory: The Future of Manufacturing

German Christmas Market Shenyang 2019 

Automotive Roundtable – Cyber Security Regulations

On 29 October 2019, the German Chamber in Shenyang organized 
an “Excursion Automotive” to the LEONI Wiring Systems Plant in 
Tieling to discuss how advanced technologies such as Predictive 
Maintenance Systems (PDM) will support and impact future 
manufacturing processes in a digital factory. Experts from LEONI, 
Siemens and IT solution suppliers equally presented their project 
results and gave advice on how to effectively monitor production 
equipment during operation. During the excursion participants 
received insights in IT systems and tools that provide real-time 
visibility of manufacturing processes, process control optimization 
as well as potential areas of performance and process improvement.

The German Christmas Market Shenyang took place at Bar 11 on 
7 December 2019. This traditional Christmas and Charity event is 
organized each year by volunteers from local member companies 
and the German Chamber in Shenyang to celebrate this beautiful 
season of the year with family and friends in an authentic German 
Christmas market atmosphere. The indoor and outdoor event once 
again enjoyed greatest popularity among the local community and 
attracted around 400 guests in 2019. German delicacies such as the 
traditional home-made hot mulled wine, Christmas cookies, German 
sausages and other seasonal offerings were available, thus following 
an authentic German Christmas market concept. Santa Claus came 
by to sing Christmas songs together with children from the German 
school and handed over sweets and presents to the children. 

On 26 November 2019, the regular Automotive Roundtable was organized at the 
member company ZF Lemforder Automotive Systems Shenyang. The roundtable 
discussed the topic “Cyber Security Regulations” and was mainly attended by 
general managers and plant managers from local automotive suppliers and 
related industries. Mr. Wolfgang Lamprecht, GM at ZF in Shenyang, first 
introduced the footprint of ZF in China as well as their future strategy, before 
he guided the guests for an informative plant tour. The roundtable continued 
with presentations from Mr. Michael Haehnel, Senior Consultant at Burkardt 
& Partner Shanghai, and Martin Muens, Key Account Director at T-Systems 
China, who shared their knowledge about the regulations of the Cyber Security 
Law as well as technical requirements for the IT infrastructure of enterprises.

 29.10.2019 | LEONI Wiring Systems Tieling

 07.12.2019 | 11 Bar

 26.11.2019 | ZF Lemforder Automotive Systems Shenyang
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Workshop in Dalian: Employee Handbook

Workshop in Changchun: Making Production Teams More Efficient

On 18 July 2019, a HR workshop on the topic “Employee Handbook 
–  Importance & How to avoid risks from HR and Legal Perspective” 
was organized at the facilities of JUMO Automation in Dalian. Mr. 
Stefan Dette, General Manager at JUMO, introduced the company 
before he guided the participants through the production facilities. 
Ms. Ping Yang, Vice GM and HR Manager at JUMO, and Mr. 
Baoyu Dai, Lawyer at Liaoning ShengDa Law Firm, introduced 
the essential elements of an employee handbook and shared their 
professional experiences. The workshop was well attended by local 
managers and legal experts who actively shared their knowledge 
and received valuable insights about the current status of a legally 
compliant employee handbook.

On 18th July 2019, GCC Shenyang organized a leadership workshop 
on the topic “Making Production Teams More Efficient” at the plant 
of the member company Continental Automotive in Changchun. 
The workshop was mainly attended by production managers and 
line leaders from local members. Ms. Julie Marx, an experienced 
trainer at CWS Consulting in Shenyang, gave valuable insights into 
methods as well as useful approaches to improve personal leadership 
and team collaboration skills such as how to efficiently manage 
your team, organize meetings and solving internal problems by 
improving communication skills. During the workshop participants 
were engaged in typical work situations to find out about their own 
abilities and on how to use applicable tools to manage and improve 
their leadership skills in their own work environment.

 18.07.2019 | JUMO Automation Dalian

 11.07.2019 | Continental Automotive Changchun



German Chamber of Commerce | North China would like to thank their Yearly Sponsors of the 
Year 2019


